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ABSTRACT
In any wireless sensor network detection of compromised node is very important. It has affected the
reliability and efficiency of wireless sensor network. False report will be inserting in the network via
compromised nodes, which can prompt false alerts as well as the exhaustion of restricted energy
assistance in a battery fuelled system. The false information infusion in a CPNS is achieved by using
cluster network. In this paper, we have reviewed and analyzed different methods which detect faults
results created by compromised nodes. Therefore it is very important to find out the route which
maximize end to end throughput. Therefore Spatial Reusability Routing is discussed.
Keyword- Multipath, SAAR routing protocol, Spatial Reusability Routing, wireless sensor network,
etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network made up of large number of sensor nodes. Now days in various applications the sensors
and actuators are used to monitor the physical systems. The cyber physical network system is made up of
sensors, actuators and wireless network. In wireless sensor network it is very important to select the route which
gives the maximum throughput and with minimum overall number of transmission.

In this proposed

methodology the polynomial based compromised resilient en-routing filtering with implementation of single
path routing and any path routing is discussed. In the proposed methodology the different parameter such as end
to end throughput, Delay chart, Packet loss ratio and Packet Delivery ratio are analyzed.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The overview of various routing protocols such as Statistical En-Routing Filtering (SEF), Location Based
Resilient Security Solution (LBRS), Location- Aware End to End Data Security (LEDS) and Random
Perturbation Based (RPB) are used in wireless sensor network. In [1] the cyber physical network systems to
avoid false data injection attack multiple en- routing scheme are proposed. To deal with false data injection, the
Polynomial-based Compromised-Resilient En-route Filtering scheme (PCREF) is implemented. This method
can filter false injected data efficiently and gain a high resilience to the number of compromised nodes. In [2]
this scheme, a legal report is generated by multiple sensing nodes using their different authentication keys from
one way hash chains. Cluster head uses approach to disseminate the authentication keys of sensing nodes along
multiple paths toward the base station. There is another scheme which is implemented [3] a mixed hop by hop
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authentication scheme that assures the base station will find any injected false data packets when no more than a
fix en number sensor nodes are vulnerable to attacker. This work [4] proposes some research activities in WSN,
including networking issues and coverage and deployment issues. Then, we review some CPS network systems
that have been designed for, including health care, navigation, rescue, intelligent transportation, social
networking, and gaming applications

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
3.1 System Overview
In this proposed system, en route filtering technique which can be used in wireless networks, with which the
intermediate nodes checks the correctness of the data that is being transmitted along the route from source to
the sink with the help of intermediate nodes . This intermediate node exists in wireless sensor network to route
data packet from source to sink node or destination node. The intermediate node not only checks the correctness
of the data but also can filter the false data effectively. The intermediate node continuously check packet
received with valid detail. If sink node or trust node receive data packet without filtered, the sink can filter
packet detail for attacked or data forgery from packet. To carry out these above operations the polynomial based
compromised resilient en-route filtering is adopted in the proposed system. In addition to this, by considering
spatial reusability of the wireless communication the multipath routing scheme are also available for packet
forwarding to the destination or sink node. The multipath routing scheme based on spatial reusability aware
single path routing (SAAR) any path routing (SAAR) protocols and the remaining part of polynomial based
compromised resilient en-route filtering is implemented in proposed methodology.
Fig. 1. Shows the proposed system architecture of proposed system. As shown in architecture the polynomial
based compromised resilient en-routing filtering with implementation of single path routing and any path
routing are implemented

Fig. 1. Shows the proposed system architecture of proposed system.
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3.2 Mathematical Model
False data injection with multipath routing
Let us consider S as a set en-routing scheme to avoid false data injection,
S= { }
Input
1.

Identify the inputs as number of nodes

2.

F= {f1, f2, f3 ....., fn| „F‟ as set of functions to execute to routing model

3.

I= {i1, i2, i3…|‟I‟ sets of inputs to number of nodes/ sensor

4.

O= {o1, o2, o3….|‟O‟ Set of outputs from the function sets}
S= {I, F, O}

Where,
I = {Number of nodes}
O = {false data injection filtering, multipath route}
F = {Shortest Path algorithm, SAAR, SASR}
3.3 Algorithm
The algorithm implemented for the for packet transmission in wireless packet transmission is given below. This
is request and response model for packet acknowledgement.
Input

: - Number node, neighbors, connection Links

Output: - Network scheduling with distributed network
Step1

:- Calculate Weight for each connection

Step2

:- Break connection with similar weight

Step3

:- Find node which having multiple connection with Free neighbor

Step4:-

While Links. Size Do
{
If links. Match(request) Then
{
Matched link
}
Else
{
Send matching request to node
}
}

Step5:-IF request. Match (link) then
{
Send matched reply to node
Send drop message to free neighbors
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}
Step6:- If Matched reply from neighbor Then
{
Send drop message to free neighbors
}
Step7:- If Drop message Then
{
Acknowledge matched link
neighbors. Remove (node)
}
Step8:End

IV. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
The Polynomial-Based Compromised-Resilient En-route Filtering scheme is implemented by designing
graphical user interface (GUI) as shown in fig.2. At any time a user will be able to create wireless sensor
network by using graphical view with the help of clicking on a button. The GUI consists of number of key
factors such as total nodes, source node and destination node as shown in the fig.3.

Fig.2: En-route filtering scheme using Graphical User Interface.
In the GUI, user will enter no. of total nodes and source node and destination node and after click on draw node
button. The network simulator creates wireless sensor network by using graphical view and displays no. of
sensor nodes, sink node.
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Fig.3: Example of Number of sensor nodes and destination node.

Fig.4: En-route filtering scheme.

V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In the proposed methodology the PCREF is used to filter false injected data and achieve high resilience to attack
over data. Following graph shows throughput for packet transmission after polynomial authentication and check
polynomials over encrypted data. Additionally, this system implements SAAR and SASR to reduce overhead
and improve throughput maximization. The throughput computation results are shown below in fig.5.

Fig.5: Throughput Chart
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5.1 Delay Ratio.
This graph shows packet transmission delay ratio. This delay is reduced due to energy efficient packet data
transmission using spatial available routing.

Fig.6: Delay Chart

5.2 Packet Loss Ratio
An en-route filtering scheme reduces packet loss ratio in WSN with energy efficient packet transmission by
avoiding false data injection.

Fig.7: Packet Loss Ratio Vs Time.

5.3 Packet Drop Ratio (Before)
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This graph shows that packet delivery before false data injection attack in wireless network.

Fig.8: Packet Delivery Ratio Vs Time.

5.3 Packet Drop Ratio (After)
Following graph shows packet delivery ratio after false data injection avoidance and high resilience for data
collection.

Fig.8: Packet Delivery Ratio Vs Time.
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5.4 Overhead
Novel en-route filtering scheme for data collection to avoid false data injection in wireless sensor network uses
polynomial based authentication and authorization of data and sensors. These sensors are authorized in terms of
digital signature verification to avoid overhead for authentication each time. Spatial routing helps to reduce
overhead between network nodes to transfer packet.

Fig.9: Overhead Vs Time.
5.4 File Transfer
In the proposed methodology for packet transmission after polynomial authentication and check polynomials
over encrypted data and file is transfer from source to destination, the file is verified then it transfer to
destination. The verified file is shown below.
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Fig.9: File Transfer in wireless Network.

5.5 Comparison of Performance Parameters.
In the polynomial based compromised resilient en-routing filtering and in proposed system the performance
parameters are given in the tabular form.
Goals

Existing System

Proposed System

Network

Unicast- Hop by Hop

Clustering based

Security

Authentication

Polynomial

and

PCREF + Digital Signature based

Check Polynomial

authentication and authorization

Methodology

Hop to Hop data collection

Cluster wise data collection

Routing

DSR

Radio Resource Control

Algorithm

Shortest Path Routing

SAAR and SASR

VI. CONCLUSION
In the wireless sensor network to avoid false data injection the en-route filtering scheme is implemented. To
avoid false data injection in wireless, data collection uses authentication polynomial and check polynomial
attributes about the sensor nodes. The Proposed system used in this paper

demonstrates signature based data

authentication to avoid misuse of information collected. Since wireless network can be easily compromised with
faulty nodes, to avoid sensor nodes are encrypted with digital signature generated for data transmission across
the network. Wireless sensors are filtered by different attributes like energy, packet transmission capacity. The
proposed SAAR and SASR communication scheme reduces delay for packet delivery during clustered
communication for data transmission and improves end to end throughput.
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